
CHAT NOTES OF INTEREST from Lisa Kassner’s presentation on the 

documents exposed from FDA, DOD and Medicare. 

 

09:42:19 From  Shicana   to  Everyone: 

I highly recommend watching (on YouTube) the Zoom presentation by Leslie Manookian of Health 

Freedom Defense Fund, who gives an incredible overview of WHY the Covid plandemic was 

orchestrated. 

09:45:48 From  Charles Frohman  to  Everyone: 

 https://stevekirsch.substack.com/  

09:46:32 From  Charles Ford  to  Everyone: 

 Substack has been under attack's with DDOS 

09:47:13 From  Charles Ford  to  Everyone: 

The problem is not who leads the CDC. The problem is that it exists at all and is completely illegal. 

09:48:24 From  Charles Frohman  to  Everyone: 

Send NHF's email PLEASE to ban viral bio-weaponization research AND hold an honest CV corruption 

investigation:  https://national-health-federation.rallycongress.net/ctas/ban-bioweaponization-

research-investigate-public-healths-covid?iframe=1  

09:48:49 From  Shicana   to  Everyone: 

I am on Steve Kirsch's email list, which I would highly recommend as he sends xlnt pertinent messages 

almost every day right into one's Inbox. 

09:49:27 From  Charles Ford  to  Everyone: 

There is but one answer and that is force. You cannot reason with the people supporting what is 

happening.  Boenhoffer reached that conclusion before being hung.  So the question then is will first 

force be employed? Does anyone see this happening in America? I don't 

09:50:39 From  Charles Frohman  to  Everyone: 

Here's the substack to explore the nefarious goals of the Great Reset global elitists:  

https://substack.com/profile/40525631-2nd-smartest-guy-in-the-world  

09:50:40 From  Shicana   to  Everyone: 

Leslie Manookian of Health Freedom Defense Fund explains why it benefits the global elite to eliminate 

especially the elderly population: because the international pension funds are BROKE and they have no 

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/
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money to pay out to people who are expecting to receive many trillions of dollars from both the 

American & European governments. 

09:51:21 From  A Jefferson Ellington  to  Everyone: 

Freedom of Information filed strategically should help establish complicity with the clear patterns we 

see 

09:53:32 From  Shicana   to  Everyone: 

Link to Leslie Manookian presentation: https://youtu.be/Pa2dKjMo7eM  

"Leslie Manookian presents to the Grand Jury - The Court of the Public Opinion" on YouTube 

09:57:42 From  Shicana   to  Everyone: 

Bottom line: The Covid plandemic was orchestrated in order to "reset" the entire economic & financial 

markets since they are about to CRASH like a House of Cards due to over-the-top mismanagement. 

09:59:05 From  A Jefferson Ellington  to  Everyone: 

My efforts are described here: https://1drv.ms/b/s!Asg3hbleoRl5gd4mezO8aU96dB4FPA  

10:01:17 From  Shicana   to  Everyone: 

WE FOR HUMANITY spokesperson Lisa Kassner can be emailed (she sends out an incredible newsletter) 

at: labelgmos80@gmail.com 

10:07:27 From  Ray Flores  to  Everyone: 

Possible Nuremberg links This one works for Mary: https://rumble.com/v1gt8c9-mary-holland-speech-

at-nuremberg-75.html  

  

For Vera: https://rumble.com/v1gtl0n-vera-sharav-speech-at-nuremberg-75.html  

    https://rumble.com/v1grs8f-vera-sharav-speech-at-nuremberg-75.html  

10:07:28 From  Shicana   to  Everyone: 

Manookian recommends using only cash (avoiding the digitization of the monetary system) as well as 

organizing locally so that small local groups are in control of their own currency, food systems, etc. 

10:11:07 From  Shicana   to  Everyone: 

Elana Freeland's most recent book is a well-researched tome of the push toward synthetic biology, 

artificial intelligence, control of the ionosphere, etc. A must-read for anyone who wants to know what's 

REALLY going on.  Elana Freeland's book "Geoengineered Transhumanism": 

https://www.amazon.com/Geoengineered-Transhumanism-Environment-Electromagnetics-

Nanotechnology/dp/0578927055/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2K45AF5C6U8SS&keywords=Elana+Freeland&qid=16

61361330&sprefix=elana+%2Caps%2C10346&sr=8-2  
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